Size is a universally defining characteristic of all living cells and tissues and is intrinsically linked with cell genotype, growth, and physiology. Many mutations have been identified to alter cell size, but pleiotropic effects have largely hampered our ability to probe how cell size specifically affects fundamental cellular properties, such as DNA content and intracellular localization. To systematically interrogate the impact of cell morphology on bacterial physiology, we used fluorescence-activated cell sorting to enrich a library of hundreds of Escherichia coli mutants in the essential cytoskeletal protein MreB for subtle changes in cell shape, cumulatively spanning $5-fold variation in average cell volume. Critically, pleiotropic effects in the mutated library are most likely minimized because only one gene was mutated and because growth rate was unaffected, thereby allowing us to query the general effects of morphology on cellular physiology over a large range of cell sizes with high resolution. We discovered linear scaling of the abundance of DNA and the key division protein FtsZ with cell volume, a strong dependency of sensitivity to specific antibiotics on cell width, and a simple correlation between MreB localization pattern and cell width. Our systematic, quantitative approach reveals complex and dynamic links between bacterial morphology and physiology and should be generally applicable for probing size-related genotypephenotype relationships.
SUMMARY
Size is a universally defining characteristic of all living cells and tissues and is intrinsically linked with cell genotype, growth, and physiology. Many mutations have been identified to alter cell size, but pleiotropic effects have largely hampered our ability to probe how cell size specifically affects fundamental cellular properties, such as DNA content and intracellular localization. To systematically interrogate the impact of cell morphology on bacterial physiology, we used fluorescence-activated cell sorting to enrich a library of hundreds of Escherichia coli mutants in the essential cytoskeletal protein MreB for subtle changes in cell shape, cumulatively spanning $5-fold variation in average cell volume. Critically, pleiotropic effects in the mutated library are most likely minimized because only one gene was mutated and because growth rate was unaffected, thereby allowing us to query the general effects of morphology on cellular physiology over a large range of cell sizes with high resolution. We discovered linear scaling of the abundance of DNA and the key division protein FtsZ with cell volume, a strong dependency of sensitivity to specific antibiotics on cell width, and a simple correlation between MreB localization pattern and cell width. Our systematic, quantitative approach reveals complex and dynamic links between bacterial morphology and physiology and should be generally applicable for probing size-related genotypephenotype relationships.
INTRODUCTION
Cell morphology not only defines a physical boundary, but is also intimately linked to cellular physiology. Yet, little is known how (if at all) size directly impacts cellular functions. In bacteria, cell shape is determined by the cell wall [1] and is known to affect numerous important processes [2] . Steady-state cell size varies with nutrient-determined growth rate [3] , and cell size generally increases with fitness [4, 5] . Despite previous reports of mutations in various pathways that alter cell size [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , pleiotropic effects can easily obscure the direct effects of cell size, mandating a methodology for the systematic generation of a large library of size mutants in a specific gene of interest.
Robust assembly of the bacterial cell wall requires cytoskeletal elements (MreB and FtsZ) and synthesis enzymes (penicillinbinding proteins [PBPs] ). MreB is an actin homolog that is essential in many bacteria [12] . MreB guides cell-wall synthesis [13] , and depolymerization of MreB filaments by the small molecule A22 leads to cell rounding and eventual lysis [14] . PBP2 (encoded by mrdA) is an essential transpeptidase that contributes to the crosslinking of new cell-wall material [15] . Inhibition of PBP2 in Escherichia coli by the beta-lactam antibiotic mecillinam also causes cell rounding and death [16] . Previous studies have shown that cell size and fitness can be altered by mutating MreB or PBP2 [17] . Mutation of the A53 residue of MreB conferred fitness advantages and tuned cell width over a range up to $60% wider than wild-type [6] . Missense mutations that result in increased cell size and fitness gains have also been isolated in mrdA [7] . Thus, mutation of MreB and PBP2 potentially yields access to a wide range of cell sizes and fitnesses.
Measuring cell shape at the single-cell level via conventional microscopy is not easily amenable to the retrieval of individual cells. Flow cytometry enables characterization of single cells in a population based on optical properties, while also allowing their isolation and regrowth. Recent studies have combined flow cytometry and fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) to isolate mutations causing gross changes in cell shape such as filamentation [18] [19] [20] [21] . While these studies focused on large shifts in flow-cytometry signals, flow cytometry can resolve particles down to $0.1 mm, suggesting the capacity for isolation of subtler morphological changes.
Here we used FACS-sorted cell-size mutants to query whether general couplings exist between cell size and physiology. We harnessed flow cytometry to efficiently enrich cell-size mutants with single-amino-acid mutations in MreB or PBP2 to minimize pleiotropy, and submicron changes in cell width were verified by microscopy. The mutated residues displayed little to no bias over the protein sequences and did not affect maximum growth rate. These libraries allowed us to characterize size perturbations across an $5-fold range of cell volumes. Our analyses revealed that larger cells have more DNA and a higher abundance of the key division protein FtsZ and that wider cells are more sensitive to A22. We also discovered a simple correlation between MreB localization pattern and cell width that suggests cell-width determination is connected with the shape-maintenance properties of MreB. Taken together, our work demonstrates that cell width is a tunable phenotype and that flow-cytometry-mediated screening of mutant libraries enables the discovery of general relationships between physiology and cell size.
RESULTS

Flow Cytometry Enriches Cell-Size Mutants
Using our previously identified mreB mutants with varying widths [6] , we quantified the distribution of forward scatter (FSC) and side scatter (SSC) in flow cytometry. Compared to wild-type cells, mreB A53T and mreB I176V cells exhibited a substantial, width-dependent increase in FSC ( Figure 1A ). When we mixed mreB A53T cells 1:5,000 with mreB WT cells and selected cells with FSC higher than the median of mreB A53T cells, we enriched mreB A53T to $10% of the sorted population (STAR Methods). A second sort further increased the fraction to $90% ( Figure S1A Cell width (μm) (D) Modes of shape variations in the cell body and the cell tip were calculated using PCA of single-cell contours. The dominant modes in cell body shape were length/width variations and bending, and the dominant modes in cell tips were width variation, tip tapering, and tip asymmetry.
(legend continued on next page)
wider mreB A53T cells by four orders of magnitude in a mixed population.
We hypothesized that increased FSC is generally correlated with increased cell width and hence could be used to select for mutants with a range of widths. We first constructed an E. coli MG1655 DmreB strain harboring a fully complementing plasmid with the mreBCD operon expressed from the native promoter ( Figures S1B and S1C) . We then constructed a library of $100,000 DmreB strains with mreBCD amplified from errorprone PCR such that each plasmid had on average one mutation in mreB (STAR Methods; Figure 1B ). We mixed all mutant strains in one culture and performed two flow cytometry sorts to enrich for shape mutants, with high or low FSC-A gating to select for wider and thinner cells, respectively ( Figure 1A , red lines). In validation of our approach, flow-cytometry data from sorted populations showed a progressive shift in the FSC distribution toward higher or lower FSC, depending on the gating strategy employed (Figures S1D and S1E). In the second sort, single cells were also sorted into 96-well plates and grown overnight; a large fraction of single cells (>80%) proliferated into dense monoclonal cultures. Sequencing indicated that these monoclonal cultures consisted of 100 unique single-point mutants across mreB and 52 unique double mutants (Methods S1), and we picked 96 single-point mutants for subsequent analysis.
To determine whether sorting had successfully partitioned the library into wider and thinner cells, we imaged populations of each mutant using phase microscopy and quantified their morphologies [6, 22] in exponential phase (STAR Methods). The majority of cells were rod shaped, and the collection of 96 single-point mutants exhibited a wide range of characteristic widths (0.8-1.7 mm; Figure 1C ). As A22-or mecillinam-treated cells approach a width limit of 1.5-2 mm [23] , we suspect that the morphologies of our mreB mutants cover nearly the entire range of viable cell widths.
We then applied the same approach for mrdA mutants created with a previously developed complementation system [16] . After two sorts, we isolated 39 unique single mutations and 4 double mutations (Methods S1). Microscopy revealed that the mrdA point mutants exhibited shapes that overlapped with those isolated in our mreB library ( Figure 1C) , and the range of widths covered the dimensions of previously studied mrdA mutants [7] . Thus, flow cytometry is a generally efficient method for exploring the genetic basis of bacterial cell-size determination and variability, with the capacity to sensitively resolve and isolate single cell-size mutants.
Maximal Growth Rate Is Constant across a Wide Range of Cell Volumes
We then sought to characterize the morphological and growth phenotypes of the FACS-enriched libraries. Interestingly, the mreB and mrdA libraries occupied a constrained and complex space of cellular dimensions: mutants that were either thinner or wider than wild-type also became longer ( Figure 1C ), indicating that width and length are not independently determined. Clearly, surface area and volume were not conserved among the strains, nor was the ratio of surface area and volume (SA/V) ( Figure S1F) . Remarkably, the largest mreB mutant (mreB K27E ) had a mean cellular volume $4.5-fold larger than that of mreB WT . Aside from one very wide mreB mutant, strains had similar width variations ( Figure S1G ), and cell length variation only increased slightly for longer mutants ( Figure S1H) . Therefore, our library tunes cell width and length without substantially affecting the properties of MreB that determine rod-like shape. We quantified population-level growth features using optical density (OD) readings from a plate reader (STAR Methods). The maximal growth rate was approximately constant across both libraries (Figures S1I and S1J), while lag phase increased as a function of mean cell length ( Figure 1D ) but did not systematically vary as a function of mean width ( Figure S1K ). To increase resolution and to limit noise from bulk measurements, we extended our growth-rate measurements to single cells in 19 strains. Their single-cell growth rates were within 5% of wild-type and did not systematically vary with cellular dimensions ( Figures 1E and S1L ). Our FACS approach therefore presents a unique opportunity for studying the interplay between morphology and physiology, in which all measures of cell size can be widely varied without affecting maximal growth rate.
Missense Mutations Arise Evenly across MreB and MrdA
Since MreB and PBP2 are essential, we asked whether specific domains were enriched in our libraries. The single missense mutations were approximately evenly distributed across both proteins (Figure 2A, left) , and the distributions of conservation scores (STAR Methods) for the mutated residues were highly similar to the whole protein sequence (Figure 2A, right) , suggesting that there was not a bias in our selection toward or away from more conserved residues or certain parts of the proteins.
We then asked whether mutations were spatially constrained on the MreB structure (STAR Methods). Interestingly, mutations presented in all four structural domains of MreB ( Figure 2B ), as well as in all known functional domains ( Figure 2C ). Thus, despite MreB's essential role, many of its residues can be genetically perturbed without disrupting rod shape maintenance, and our FACS-based MreB library provides an unbiased set of mutants linking MreB structure with its functionality.
Cell-Shape Variation Modes Distinguish Division Defects in Wide Cells
We conducted principal-component analysis (PCA) on singlecell contours ( Figure S2A ; STAR Methods) to identify morphological differences across mutants. The dominant cell mode predominantly involved cell length, reflective of cell elongation ( Figures 2D and S2B ). The next mode captured width variation ( Figures 2D and S2C ). These first two modes accounted for 97.3% of all morphological variations, suggesting that strains maintain very rod-like shapes with small local shape variations [22] . The third mode was a bending mode; longer cells bent more ( Figure 2E ), suggesting that random deviations from rod shape are more frequent in longer cells.
Given previous evidence that MreB interacts directly with the division machinery through FtsZ and may affect polar morphology [24] , we also performed PCA on polar contours (STAR Methods). The first tip mode recapitulated cell-shape mode 2, namely, variation in width ( Figure S2D ). The second and third tip modes captured tapering and asymmetry (Figure 2D) . Interestingly, these two modes were correlated; wider cells tended to have blunt and asymmetric tips ( Figure 2F ), suggesting that they are more susceptible to polar defects during division. To test this hypothesis, we performed time-lapse microscopy of MreB G134C cells, which had the largest tip asymmetry, and found that new septa exhibited increased asymmetry relative to MreB WT cells ( Figures S2E-S2G ). We grew a wide mutant in minimal medium to make cells thinner [3] , and cell poles became more symmetric ( Figure S2H ), indicating that tip asymmetry is likely to be a general outcome of increased cell width. Thus, our data suggest that the division machinery may be affected in a conserved manner by width.
DNA Concentration Is Constant in Exponential Growth across Cell Sizes
Although it is known that cell volume correlates with growth rate, and that fast-growing E. coli cells have increased DNA content [25] , the quantitative interplay between cell volume and DNA content remains obscure. To address this question, we selected 16 mreB and mrdA mutants representative of the range of widths spanned in our libraries, stained fixed cells with DAPI to saturation ( Figure S3A ; STAR Methods), and quantified cytoplasmic fluorescence per cell length for each strain ( Figure 3A ; STAR Methods). To address how the small depth of field differentially affects cells of different widths, we developed two models using the simulated microscopy software BlurLab [22, 26] : constant DNA amount per unit length and constant DNA concentration (Figures S3B and S3C; STAR Methods). Our experimental results were in excellent agreement with the constant concentration model ( Figure 3B ; STAR Methods). Do these findings indicate a universal DNA concentration? We next investigated whether growth stage affected DNA concentration. We sampled MreB WT cells throughout a growth curve starting with a 1:200 dilution, and converted DAPI fluorescence to DNA concentration based on our BlurLab model. Cells exiting stationary phase (t = 0-90 min) gradually increased their DNA concentrations by approximately 3-fold ( Figure S3D ), followed by a period of several hours with roughly constant DNA concentration ( Figure S3D ), despite large changes in growth rate ( Figure S3E ) and cellular dimensions ( Figures S3F and S3G) . Therefore, DNA concentration is regulated differently before versus after the cell reaches its maximum growth rate. Since our cell-shape library does not alter growth rate ( Figure 1E ), our data suggest that DNA amount in rapidly growing cells is directly coupled with cell volume, consistent with other recent findings [27, 28] , although cells must have another mechanism for increasing DNA concentration during the exit from stationary phase.
The Concentration of the Division Protein FtsZ Remains Constant across Cell Sizes
Previous studies have shown that overexpression of FtsZ is sufficient to rescue cells depleted of MreB [29] , leading to the hypothesis that larger cells require more FtsZ. To test this hypothesis, we chromosomally integrated an internal fusion of FtsZ to monomeric Venus (FtsZ sw -mVenus) [30] into a subset of mreB mutants as the sole copy of ftsZ. In mreB WT cells, this fusion localized to midcell ( Figures 3C and 3D ). The FtsZ fusion did not affect cell width in mreB mutants ( Figure S3H ), but systematically increased cell length by $60% (Figures S3I and S3J), without affecting septum formation ( Figure S3K ). We quantified FtsZ fluorescence in these strains and fit these values to three BlurLab-simulated models ( Figure S3L ; STAR Methods). The constant concentration model yielded a remarkably good fit (Figures 3E and S3M; STAR Methods), indicating that the concentration of FtsZ is unaffected by mutations that change cell width. Given the smaller SA/V in wider cells, constant concentration would predict an increase in membrane-associated FtsZ with increasing cell width and thus increase the intensity of the FtsZ ring. We therefore measured FtsZ fluorescence profiles along the lateral sidewalls, defined FtsZ-ring width (w z ) as the width at half-maximum fluorescence signal, and defined FtsZ intensity as the total FtsZ fluorescence divided by w z ( Figure 3F ). Interestingly, w z increased linearly with mean width ( Figure S3N ), and FtsZ intensity also positively correlated with cell width (Figure 3G ). The thinnest and widest cells differed by an $2-fold change in cell width and FtsZ-ring circumference. The combination of 50% FtsZ intensity increase, 30% w z increase, and 2-fold circumference increase led to an $4-fold increase in total FtsZ, as expected from the $4-fold increase in volume. In sum, in wider cells, each division ring recruits more FtsZ, generating wider and denser Z-rings, independent of any regulation of FtsZ levels beyond the general effects of the global volume increase.
Size Mutants Exhibit a Strong Width-Dependent Sensitivity to A22
We previously found that E. coli cells increase in width upon A22 treatment up to a maximal cell width at the minimum inhibitory concentration [23] , leading us to hypothesize that wider cells may be more sensitive to A22 than thinner cells. We thus sought to exploit our cell-size mutants to determine the relationship between cell width and A22 sensitivity (STAR Methods; Figure 4A ). Nineteen mreB mutants and 3 mrdA mutants showed resistance at the highest A22 concentration (10 mg/mL); for mreB, the corresponding mutated residues were highly enriched around the A22-and ATP-binding pocket ( Figure S4A ; p < 10 À5 , Fisher's exact test), most likely obstructing the A22 mechanism of action. There were no mutations in mreB in the three mrdA mutants, indicating that their A22 resistance was most likely conferred by the mrdA mutations, potentially by affecting MreB filament assembly.
As a metric of sensitivity, we calculated the 50% inhibitory concentration (IC 50 ; STAR Methods) for each strain ( Figure 4B ).
IC 50 values spanned approximately two orders of magnitude that inversely correlated with mean cell width ( Figure 4C ). Treatment with mecillinam resulted in a much weaker width dependence spanning only an $2.5-fold IC 50 range ( Figure 4D ). We observed a similar $2.5-fold IC 50 range for the ribosomal inhibitor kanamycin in the chloramphenicol-resistant mreB library ( Figure S4B ) and an even smaller IC 50 range of chloramphenicol in the kanamycin-resistant mrdA library, potentially due to the smaller dynamic range of width ( Figure S4C ). Thus, although there may be a general weak trend in antibiotic sensitivity as a function of cell width, there is a much stronger width-dependent sensitivity specific to A22. We note that, despite the strong trend, cells with similar widths can still have quite different IC 50 values in A22, potentially due to other specific molecular interactions among A22, MreB, and PBP2. Our methodology of testing width-dependent antibiotic sensitivity can also be extended to other antibiotics, potentiating a better understanding of the interplay of cell shape and antibiotic action. To further probe whether A22 sensitivity is directly connected to changes in cell width, we surmised that MreB and PBP2 could jointly tune cell width. mreB A53T and mrdA I471F are alleles in E. coli REL606 that were identified in long-term evolution experiments [6, 7] to cause larger cell widths, and we determined that they had increased A22 sensitivity ( Figure 4E ). We further constructed a strain with both point mutations (Methods S1) and found that the double mutant was even wider and even more sensitive to A22 than either single mutant ( Figure 4E ). Another mreB allele, mreB L322Q , had decreased cell width and decreased sensitivity to A22. When we introduced a low-copy plasmid containing this mreB L322Q allele separately into the mreB A53T and mrdA I471F backgrounds, the resulting cells exhibited wild-typelike widths, and their A22 sensitivities were also restored to levels similar to wild-type ( Figure 4E ). Taken together, these data demonstrate that mreB and mrdA mutations can act approximately additively on cell width and that tuning cell width has predictable effects on A22 sensitivity.
The MreB Enrichment Profile Is Width Dependent
We further sought to leverage the unbiased nature of FACSbased screening to probe the molecular mechanism of cellwidth determination. MreB preferentially localizes to negatively curved regions (invaginations) of the cell contour and leads to more cell-wall synthesis in these regions, maintaining rod straightness [13] . We generated a library of size mutants from plasmids expressing the mreBCD operon from the native promoter with a sandwich fusion of mreB to monomeric superfolder GFP (mreB sw -msfgfp) and sorted cells for thinner and wider mutants, isolating 73 unique single-point mutants and 21 unique double mutants (Methods S1).
The mreB-msfgfp library exhibited a positive correlation in exponential-phase cell length and width ( Figure S5A ); there were relatively fewer thin mutants compared with our unlabeled mreB library. The mutants exhibited similar growth parameters as the mreB library ( Figures S5B and S5C) , and the mutated residues distributed evenly across the protein (Figures S5D-S5F) .
We sought to determine how the MreB enrichment profile changes with cell width. Because cells vary their width throughout growth ( Figure S3F ), we first aimed to establish steady-state growth conditions by keeping cells at low OD. We back-diluted an overnight culture of MreB WT -msfGFP cells 1:200 into two test tubes containing fresh lysogeny broth (LB). In one tube, the cell culture was further diluted 1:10 with prewarmed LB after 60 and 150 min, whereas cells in the other tube kept growing without dilution. In the tube without dilution, cell width and length of MreB WT -msfGFP changed rapidly over the 4-hr time course (Figures 5A and 5B ). By contrast, in the tube with repeated dilution, cellular dimensions equilibrated after 120 min ( Figures 5A and 5B) . We also quantified MreB enrichment profile as a function of mean curvature (STAR Methods; Figure S5G ). In the culture without continuous dilution, MreB enrichment changed throughout the time course: MreB first slowly depleted from regions with high mean curvature (the poles) and enriched at low mean curvatures; the curvature value C 1 at which the enrichment profile intersected with 1, which represents the geometry for which MreB was as likely to be found as if it were spread uniformly across the surface, also shifted to the left ( Figure 5C ). The changes reversed after 120 min ( Figure 5C ). The culture with repeated dilution had quantitatively similar dynamics to the undiluted culture during the first 120 min, after which the MreB enrichment profile reached a steady state ( Figure 5D ). Therefore, our repeated dilution approach effectively achieves equilibrated states of cell morphology and MreB enrichment that can be maintained over a large time interval. To explore how MreB enrichment pattern changes with cell width, we quantified the steady-state morphologies and MreB localization profiles of eight MreB-msfGFP mutants; the mutants were selected to have similar growth rates (within $10% of that of wild-type) and a large range of cell sizes ( Figure S5H ). We performed the repeated dilution procedure and imaged all strains at 180 min. The mutants exhibited a range of steady-state cell widths ( Figure 5E ). MreB localization was also width dependent: wider cells had flatter enrichment profiles that shifted to the left ( Figure 5F ), as in the initial period of wild-type cell widening during the exit from stationary phase (Figures 5A and 5C ). The C 1 value was highly negatively correlated with cell width (Figure 5F , inset). Sublethal levels of mecillinam treatment in wild-type MreB-msfGFP cells also had MreB enrichment profiles shifted to the left in a width-dependent manner ( Figure 5F ). The values of C 1 in these strains aligned extremely well with those in MreB mutants ( Figure 5F, inset) . Therefore, the steady-state localization pattern of MreB changes with cell width in a systematic manner. To determine whether steady-state MreB localization pattern is directly determined by an inherent property of MreB or by cell width, we considered a mutant (MreB R188C ) with a wide range of widths. We split the population into two groups based on whether cell width was larger or smaller than the population mean and then computed the MreB enrichment profile for each group separately. Although the two populations had substantially different mean widths ($1.3 and $1.6 mm), their enrichment profiles were highly similar ( Figure S5I) . The values of C 1 for these groups also deviated from the relationship with cell width observed across mutants (Figure S5I, inset) . Thus, our data indicate that MreB maintains rod shape and determines cell width by tuning its intrinsic localization pattern.
DISCUSSION
Previous studies generally identified shape-related genes through laborious screens and isolated strains only with gross morphological changes, potentially with growth defects. Here, we have demonstrated that flow cytometry can efficiently resolve submicron changes in cellular dimensions and have thereby generated an unbiased library of rod-shaped size mutants, whereas previous screens tended to enrich mutations in certain MreB functional domains [31, 32] . Our morphological screen also demonstrates that a range of cell sizes can be accessed simply by tuning individual protein knobs via single-point mutations, thereby providing the capacity to study size-related effects under a likely common mechanism and limiting indirect effects on cell physiology.
Our genetic perturbations of MreB alter cell size without affecting growth rate (Figures 1 and 2) , suggesting an unexpectedly high adaptability for this essential protein. Mutations to MreB can result in thinner or wider cells, indicating modulation, rather than loss, of function. Our mreB library occupies a seemingly well-defined region of morphological space in which average cell length increases for both thinner and wider cells; it is interesting to speculate that these trends reflect a global constraint on E. coli cell shape, although we cannot rule out an intrinsic bias in flow sorting against cells with reduced aspect ratio (length:width) and increased width relative to wild-type. An interesting possibility is that growth-rate defects are specific to clones that are unable to grow as rods, as has been observed in mechanically squashed cells [33] .
A fascinating question in all unicellular organisms is the scaling of cellular components with cell size. Previous studies have proposed a mechanistic coupling in which the increase in cell volume at higher growth rates is a response to the increased space requirements for multi-fork replications that allow species such as E. coli to divide more quickly than the time needed for a single replication of the chromosome. Consistent with this hypothesis, we found that our cell-size mutants have the same DNA concentration during exponential phase ( Figure 3B ). We also showed that DNA concentration increases as cells exit stationary phase, indicating that DNA replication is not constrained by cell size during this interval. Thus, one possibility is that the common DNA concentration of our MreB mutants in exponential growth reflects the saturation of DNA concentration as growth rate increases during stationary-phase exit, potentially regulated by new origin firing at fixed volumes [28] . Taken together, these results imply that DNA content and cell size are most likely not as simply connected as previously thought.
Our data also shed light on the process of cell division. Thin shell theory predicts that the stress on cell wall scales with turgor pressure and cell width. Thus, certain processes acting against turgor, such as the construction of the septal wall, are inherently different in cells of altered widths and thus can contribute to the polar defects observed in wider cells ( Figures 2F and S2E-S2H ). Our data also indicate that the simple scaling of protein abundance with volume produces a division ring that is wider and denser ( Figures 3G and S3N) , directing more wall-synthesis machinery to the septum. In light of these findings, it seems likely that the need for increased FtsZ expression during MreB depletion [29] is due to the dynamics of shape expansion rather than cells being wider per se. Cell division also intrinsically affects cell length. Our unbiased library displayed a positive correlation between lag phase and cell length, but not width, in rich medium ( Figure 1D ), consistent with our previous study of mreB A53X mutants in minimal medium, where lag time negatively correlated with width and positively correlated with length [6] . These results suggest a possible connection between lag time and cell elongation or division. Factors other than cell length may also affect lag time, considering the variations we observe across strains of similar lengths ( Figure 1D) . In both studies, the systematic variability in lag most likely reflects differential constraints on reprogramming the stationary-phase proteome for rapid growth, motivating future studies of stationary-phase metabolism.
Our mreB and mrdA libraries will further empower a wide array of future studies of the geometric dependence of key cellular components, including proteins, membranes, and the cell wall, and can be readily extended to other organisms, such as Caulobacter crescentus, in which MreB affects cell size [31] .
A powerful application of our library is to uncover general principles connecting cellular behaviors to cell size that can be used to predict the consequences of cell-size differences in other environments. Given the flexibility in size determination ( Figure 1C ), it will be intriguing to investigate the range of sizes in natural isolates of E. coli; if isolates are similarly variable in size, then they will provide avenues for identifying other genes that are involved in size control. The phenomenology of the ''growth law'' correlating growth rate to cell volume across nutrient conditions has been described across many species of bacteria and fission yeast [34] . The lack of maximum growth-rate changes in our library ( Figures 1E, S1I , S1J, and S1L) and the fact that increases in cell width are linked to a decrease in SA/V means that wider mutants maintain volume growth rate but synthesize surface material more slowly; this decrease in the rate of cell-wall insertion motivates future investigations into the biophysical properties of MreB filaments in mreB or mrdA mutants.
What are the limits on minimum and maximum cell size? We previously observed that sublethal dosages of A22 increase cell width, up to a maximum width beyond which cells lose their ability to maintain their shape and lyse as a result [23] . The width dependence of A22 sensitivity across our size mutants ( Figures  4C and 4E ) is consistent with this behavior, assuming the same critical width for cell death: wider mutants are closer to the critical width and, thus, require less A22 to reach that width. We observed a slight ($2.5-fold) increase in drug sensitivity across cell widths for mecillinam ( Figure 4D ) and kanamycin (Figure S4B) , which can be explained by increased drug uptake due to higher surface area (STAR Methods). The much stronger width dependence of A22 sensitivity suggests a central role for MreB in width determination and viability.
The mechanism of cell-width determination is clearly complex, involving nutrients [35] , cell-wall organization [23] , and mechanics [33] in addition to regulation of the synthesis machinery. MreB plays a central role in cell-wall synthesis, and the orientation of MreB filaments has been shown to correlate with cell width [10] , although a mechanistic link between MreB and cell width is still missing. Coupled to our previous observations that MreB exhibits curvature-dependent localization in spheroplasts and is required for the reversion to rod-like shape [36] , our present data connecting cell width and MreB curvature enrichment ( Figure 5 ) suggest that MreB localization is intimately linked with width determination and rod-shape maintenance. Our observation that groups of mutant cells from the same population with different mean widths have very similar curvature enrichment profiles ( Figure S5I ) further suggests that MreB localization pattern at least partially determines the average steady-state cell shape. It will be revealing to probe the shape space of mutations to other proteins (both cell wall related and not) to examine whether a similar range of cell sizes is accessible and how MreB localization changes in these mutants.
Coupled with computational tools such as PCA, our study reveals that the shapes of rod-like bacterial cells can be represented by a relatively small number of modes, providing a low-dimensional representation that can be used to cluster mutants. It will be intriguing to extend our methodology to nonrod-shaped microbes. While the flow signatures of size changes may need to be tuned for each organism, we were able to easily distinguish round cells from rod-shaped cells (data not shown), suggesting that flow cytometry is capable of segregating size mutants in cocci as well. Coupled to other high-throughput methodologies for single-cell imaging [37] and deep mutagenesis [38] , we anticipate that our approach should straightforwardly lead to cell-size libraries in a variety of bacterial species and perhaps also eukaryotes. Such a comparative approach has the potential to reveal general behaviors of living systems for which size does or does not matter.
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Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper and include the following: 
STAR+METHODS KEY RESOURCES TABLE CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING
Further information and requests for reagents may be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, K.C. Huang (kchuang@ stanford.edu).
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Strains used in this study are described in Methods S1. For routine culturing, cells were grown in lysogeny broth (LB). Strains were grown at 37 C. Antibiotics were used at the following concentrations: chloramphenicol, 15 mg/mL; kanamycin, 35 mg/mL unless otherwise noted; A22 and mecillinam at the concentrations noted in the text. IPTG was used at a final concentration of 50 mM.
METHOD DETAILS Strain Construction
Strains and plasmids used in this study are described in Methods S1 and Key Resources Table. Plasmids were constructed using enzymatic assembly methods. Expression plasmids were constructed using a low-copy plasmid with a pSC101 origin (pRM102). Coding sequences for the relevant genes were amplified from Escherichia coli MG1655 with the appropriate homology regions for assembly. Gene deletions were introduced into the chromosome using allele-exchange methods with suicide plasmids. The desired sequences for integration were amplified via PCR and cloned into pDS132. MFDpir cells were transformed with the resulting plasmids and used for conjugative transfer into the recipient strain. Resulting merodiploids were selected on LB plates supplemented with REAGENT chloramphenicol or kanamycin. Strains that had lost the integrated plasmid (and sacB) through homologous recombination were selected on LB plates containing 5% sucrose. All chromosomal modifications were confirmed by amplifying and sequencing the targeted region. The DmreB allele generated an in-frame deletion and retained 13 and 11 amino acids at the N-and C-terminal junctions, respectively. Because mreB is conditionally essential, the allele exchange plasmid was delivered by conjugation to a MFDpir strain carrying pRMmreBind-2, a P lac IPTG-inducible mreB-expressing plasmid. Allele exchange of the wild-type mreB allele with the DmreB allele was achieved with sucrose counter-selection on LB plates without NaCl supplemented with 5% sucrose and 50 mM IPTG. The conditional lethality of DmreB was confirmed by plating the strain on LB plates with and without IPTG. No growth was observed on plates in the absence of IPTG.
Error-prone mreB and mrdA Library Construction For PCR in error-prone mutagenesis, dNTPs were combined at a final concentration of 200 mM A/G, 1 mM C/T, mixed with Taq polymerase (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA), 0.3 mM MnCl 2 , and 25 ng of pRMmreB plasmid template, and amplified for 20-25 cycles. After treatment with DpnI to degrade plasmid template, error-prone inserts were cloned into pRMmreBCD using enzymatic assembly. For mreB strains, primers mreB_mut_F and mreB_mut_R were used for the insert, and mreB_mut_F_tail and mreB_mut_R_tail for the backbone (Table S1 ). For mrdA strains, 116_F_mrdA and 116_R_mrdA were used for the insert, and 124_F_mrdA_tail and 124_R_mrdA_tail for the backbone (Table S1 ). For mreB-msfgfp strains, mreB_mut_F, mreB1_mut_R, mreB2_mut_F, and mreB_mut_R were used for the two inserts, and mreB1_mut_F_tail, mreB_mut_R_tail, mreB_mut_F_tail, and mreB2_mut_R_tail for the backbones (Table S1 ). Electrocompetent cells were transformed with the appropriate plasmids and grown overnight.
For mreB libraries, the parental strain was SQM348 (Methods S1), which has the DmreB allele complemented by mreB on a plasmid under control of the IPTG-inducible P lac promoter. Plasmid exchange was facilitated by plating cells in the absence of IPTG, requiring cells to obtain MreB from the error-prone plasmid library. Additionally, the two mreB plasmids share the same origin of replication, making them incompatible, and harbor different resistance markers.
For mrdA libraries, the parental strain was TKL117 (Methods S1), with the DmrdA allele complemented by mrdA on a plasmid under control of the IPTG-inducible P lac promoter. The mrdA plasmid also contained sacB for sucrose selection.
Libraries were created by pooling mutants and storing aliquots in separate glycerol stocks. At least 10 PCRs and enzymatic assemblies were used to generate the library to avoid redundancy or bias from mutations that occur early in PCR. Library size was estimated using dilutions of transformed libraries.
Flow Cytometry-based Enrichment of Cell-shape Mutants
Fifty microliters of each library were used to inoculate a 50-mL culture of LB with the appropriate antibiotics in a 250-mL flask. Cultures were then back-diluted 1:100 from near saturation into 10 mL of LB + appropriate antibiotics in a 50-mL flask. After overnight growth, cultures were back-diluted 1:100 into 4 mL of LB + appropriate antibiotics in culture tubes and grown for 2.5 hr. Thirty microliters of the cultures were mixed with 2 mL of 1X phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) in a 5-mL polypropylene tube, and cells were sorted using a BD Influx flow cytometer. In the first sort, cells were sorted into 100 mL of PBS as a mixed population and then diluted into 5 mL of LB to allow growth. In the second sort, single cells were sorted into 100 mL of LB pre-aliquoted into 96-well plates and further grown into individual clonal populations.
A progressively stringent sorting strategy was utilized to enrich for cell-shape mutants. The first sort utilized a gate capturing 2%-3% of the left-or right-hand tail (to capture thinner or wider cells, respectively) of the FSC-A distribution, recovering a total of 100,000 cells. After re-passaging cells, the second sort utilized a gate capturing < 0.5% of the left-or right-hand tail of the FSC distribution, recovering 500-1,000 cells sorted into individual wells of microtiter plates. Populations from each sort were stored as freezer stocks at À80 C for subsequent analysis.
Single-cell Imaging
Strains were inoculated from freezer stocks into deep-well plates with 750 mL of LB supplemented with the appropriate antibiotics. The plates were covered with Breathe-Easy sealing membranes (Sigma-Aldrich) and incubated overnight. Overnight cultures were back-diluted 1:1000 into fresh medium and grown overnight. Cultures were then back-diluted 1:200 for imaging and timed so that every sample was imaged after precisely 2 hr of growth. Four samples were imaged on 1% agarose pads every 5 min and controls were imaged every 20 min to ensure the accuracy of cell dimensions. Phase-contrast images were acquired with a Nikon Ti-E inverted microscope (Nikon Instruments) using a 100X (NA 1.40) oil immersion objective and a Neo 5.5 sCMOS camera (Andor Technology). The microscope was outfitted with an active-control environmental chamber for temperature regulation (HaisonTech, Taipei, Taiwan). Images were acquired using mManager v.1.4 (http://www.micro-manager.org).
Morphological Analyses
The MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) image processing code Morphometrics [22] was used to segment cells and to identify cell outlines from phase-contrast microscopy images. A local coordinate system was generated for each cell outline using a method adapted from MicrobeTracker [39] . Cell widths were calculated by averaging the distances between contour points perpendicular to the cell midline, excluding contour points within the poles and sites of septation. Cell length was calculated as the length of the midline from pole to pole. Cell volume and surface area were estimated from width and length measurements by approximating cells as a pill shape with volume pR 2 (L-2R) + 4/3pR 3 and surface area 2pR(L-2R) + 4pR 2 , where R is half the cell width and L is the cell length.
Growth Analyses
Strains were inoculated from freezer stocks into deep-well plates with 1 mL of LB supplemented with the appropriate antibiotics. The plates were covered with Breathe-Easy sealing membranes and incubated overnight. To measure growth dynamics, a 1:10,000 dilution of overnight culture was inoculated into 200 mL of LB supplemented with the appropriate antibiotics in a clear 96-well plate. The plate was covered with an optical film, with small holes poked at the side of each well to allow aeration. Incubation and OD measurements were performed with an Epoch 2 plate reader (BioTek) at 37 C with continuous shaking and OD 600 measured at 7.5 min intervals. The maximal growth rate was calculated as the maximal slope of ln(OD) with respect to time. The duration of lag phase was defined as the time at which a strain first reached its half-maximum growth rate. Biological replicates were measured twice for each sample.
Conservation Scores of Residues in MreB and MrdA
A multiple sequence alignment was performed for 1,500 MreB homologs and 998 MrdA homologs. For each residue position, the conservation score was calculated as the percent of sequences containing the most frequently occurring amino acid at that position. For a fully conserved residue position, the conservation score is 1; if all 20 amino acids occur with equal probability, the conservation score is 0.05.
Mapping Mutations to Crystal Structure
Since there is no E. coli MreB structure available, we constructed a homology model of E. coli MreB from a Caulobacter crescentus MreB structure (PDB ID: 4CZF) and cross-referenced the positions of mutations with known structural annotations after aligning the two protein sequences. E. coli and C. crescentus MreB are 62% identical (215/347 residues) and 77% similar (266/347) [40] . The functional domains of MreB were defined as the residues within 5 Å of the corresponding interaction sites.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of Cell Shape
One hundred cell contours were randomly sampled from each strain and aligned so that their long axes lay along a common axis. One hundred equally spaced points were sampled from each contour using linear interpolation. An average cell contour across all strains in the combined mreB and mrdA collection was subtracted from each aligned contour, and then principal components were calculated using eigenvalue decomposition of the covariance matrix across contour coordinates.
For cell-tip PCA, polar contours were separated from the whole cell contour by extracting the part of cell contour that forms an angle larger than 10 degrees with the centerline. Two cell poles were extracted from each cell contour, and a similar PCA procedure was applied.
DAPI Staining and Fluorescence Quantification
Cells were grown in the same conditions as in single-cell imaging experiments, then pelleted at 6,500 rcf for 1 min. Cells were fixed via resuspension in 500 mL 70% ethanol and incubated for 15 min at room temperature. Cells were then pelleted at 6,500 rcf for 1 min, resuspended in 500 mL PBS, with 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) added to a final concentration of 1 mg/mL, and incubated in the dark for 15 min, unless otherwise noted. Cells were washed with PBS twice by pelleting at 6,500 rcf for 1 min followed by resuspension. Cells were spotted onto 1% agarose pads and imaged in phase contrast and fluorescence using a DAPI filter. DAPI fluorescence was quantified by summing the intensity values of each pixel within the cell contour, and then normalizing by cell length.
Fluorescence Quantification Fitting to Simulated Microscopy
The large range of cell widths across strains posed a challenge in converting DAPI fluorescence to DNA amount: due to the small depth of field ($0.2 mm) during imaging with a 100X objective, the top and bottom parts of a cell are out of focus, but still contribute to the fluorescence signal. As a result, for two cells with the same amount of a fluorescent molecule but different widths, their fluorescence signals are not necessarily the same. To account for such optical effects, we used the software package BlurLab [22, 26] to generate simulated epifluorescence images of cylindrical objects with hemispherical endcaps containing uniform distributions of fluorescent molecules, using the specific optical properties of our microscope. We tested two models as a function of cell width w: constant amount per unit length, and constant concentration. For the first model, the total number of fluorescent molecules was held constant for cells of different widths. The total cellular fluorescence per unit length in the simulated images decreased slightly as a function of cell width since proportionately more light is lost as regions of wider cells extend past the edge of the depth of field (Figures S3B and S3C) . The fluorescence per unit length can be approximated by a parabolic function f = CðÀ0:54w 2 + 0:46w + 7:49Þ (purple line in Figure S3C ), where f is the fluorescence signal, w is cell width measured in microns, and C is a constant proportional to the fluorescence intensity of each fluorescent molecule. By contrast, for the second model, the total number of fluorescent molecules was scaled with volume (and hence approximately with w 2 ), and the fluorescence per unit length in our simulated images increased as a function of cell width (Figures S3B and S3C) . The fluorescence per unit length e3 Current Biology 27, 3419-3429.e1-e4, November 20, 2017 for this model can also be approximated by a parabolic function, f = Cð6:24w 2 + 6:93w À 2:62Þ (green line in Figure S3C ). In both BlurLab models, C is the only free parameter when fitting experimental data.
We then fit our experimental data for DAPI fluorescence using the two simulated models. For the constant amount model, C = 22860, with fitting residue 1310 4 . For the constant concentration model, C = 8020, with fitting residue 6310 3 . Based on the fitting residues, our experimental results were in much better agreement with the constant concentration model ( Figure 3B) .
Similarly, we used BlurLab to generate simulated fluorescence images for rod-shaped cells of different widths with fluorescent molecules localized to midcell, and computed the integrated fluorescence signal ( Figure S3L ). Since FtsZ ends up bound to the membrane, we hypothesized that its cellular amount could be constant as a function of cell size, or scale with cell surface area (i.e. constant areal density) or volume (i.e. constant concentration). The model with a constant total amount of FtsZ predicted that wider cells have lower fluorescence signal (for similar reasons as with DNA), whereas the models with constant areal density or constant concentration predicted that wider cells have higher fluorescence signal ( Figure S3L , Supplemental Information). All three models can be approximated by parabolic functions as shown in Figure S3L : for the constant amount model, f = Cð1:22w 2 À 6:40w + 11:55Þ (purple line), for the constant areal density model, f = Cð0:77w 2 + 0:57w + 5:89Þ (yellow line), and for the constant concentration model, f = Cð1:80w 2 + 8:65w À 2:35Þ (green line), where f is the integrated fluorescence signal, w is cell width measured in microns, and C is a constant proportional to the fluorescence intensity of each fluorescent molecule. In all three models, C is the only free parameter when fitting experimental data.
The FtsZ fluorescence data from experimental measurements were fit to the three simulated models. For the constant amount model, C = 2901, with fitting residue 8310 2 . For the constant areal density model, C = 2364, with fitting residue 4310 2 . For the constant concentration model, C = 1815, with fitting residue 2310 2 . Thus, our experimental data were in best agreement with the constant concentration model for FtsZ ( Figure 3E ).
Estimation of Antibiotic Sensitivity in Cells with Varying Width
Generally, antibiotics need to diffuse into bacterial cells to be effective. The influx of antibiotic (f influx ) per unit length can be estimated by simple diffusion and Fick's law:
where D is the diffusion constant of the antibiotic, C out and C in are the antibiotic concentrations outside and inside the cell, respectively, w is cell width, and d is the thickness of the cell envelope that the antibiotic diffuses through. Due to growth, cells effectively dilute the intracellular antibiotic concentration, and therefore antibiotic influx is required to maintain inhibition. Since all strains in our library have similar growth rates ( Figures 1E, S1I , S1J, and S1L), we estimate that the critical influx should be the same. We also assume that D and d are constant for all library strains. Under these assumptions, ðC out À C in Þw must be constant. For wider cells, the increase in w leads to decreased ðC out À C in Þ. Hence, for the same inhibitory effect (constant C in ), the required C out is lower for wider cells, and therefore wider cells should be more sensitized. In the limit in which C in is much lower than C out (and thus can be ignored), antibiotic sensitivity would be predicted to be inversely correlated with cell width.
Antibiotic Sensitivity Profiling
Overnight cultures were diluted 1:200 into fresh LB supplemented with varying drug concentrations. Cells were incubated for 6 hr at 37 C with shaking, and the final OD (at 600 nm) of each well was measured in an Epoch 2 plate reader (BioTek). For A22, the concentrations used were 0, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, and 10 mg/mL; for mecillinam, 0, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1, and 2 mg/mL; for kanamycin (mreB only), 0, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, and 10 mg/mL; for chloramphenicol (mrdA only), 0, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, and 20 mg/mL. The IC 50 was defined as the drug concentration that reduced the OD 600 at 6 hr to 50% of the drug-free control.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Cellular Dimension Quantification Cellular dimensions (width/length) were quantified by averaging single-cell results across a population. See figure legends for the number of cells analyzed (n) and error bar definitions.
MreB Enrichment Profile Quantification
The fluorescence signal and two-dimensional mean curvature of MreB-msfGFP cells were quantified at each point along a cell contour. Mean curvature values were binned and the normalized fluorescence signal within each curvature bin was calculated to determine the enrichment profile (where 1 indicates random localization as a function of cell geometry).
Linear Correlation
Pearson's R was calculated for all linear correlation analyses. The p-value for R was obtained using a one-tailed Student's t test. All R and p-values are included in the corresponding figures. See figure legends for n.
